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INTRODUCTION

The Concept of the " Advanced Vehicle Monitoring System " is nothing but tracking of the vehicle by using the GPS

and the Wi-Fi module device. as discuss above about the thiefting of the vehicle is increases day by day to solve these problem,

we are developing the concept of the tracking device which is placed inside the vehicle. Firstly we have to pass a very small

amount of current which work as the bypass way of starting the Engine. As the current is get interrupt our system can detect

that the user or person is not trying to start engine by another way and at that time by using the WIFI module we get the

Message on our mobile that someone trying to thief our vehicle.

Then another concept regarding to the fuel indicator works by using the load cell. Load Cell help us to detect the exact

level and amount of the fuel which is present in in tank and by measuring the Quantity of that fuel it indicates us that in certain

amount our vehicle will travel in particular distance. E.g. in 1ltr vehicle will travel 5km. So here by using the GPS technique it

will indicates us the nearest fuel station but sometimes it happen that some fuel station are closed or no fuel is storage to them

so to solve above problem GPS helps us to navigate the nearest and in working condition fuel station on our vehicles

dashboard so user can easily reached there.

The another use of the Load cell for the fuel detection technique is that it will help us to detect the Exact quantity of

the fuel which is to be shows on fuel station machine while filling the fuel. So the main advantage of these is to prevent the

fuel thefting at the fuel station.

Then as a solution to the “Drink & drive” case we are using the Alcohol detection sensor which will detect the level of

the Alcohol and as per the set level it goes high then by using the specific amount of current the Engine get locked. It will

unlock again when that users Alcohol level is low as per the set level.



BLOCK DIAGRAM



OBJECTIVES

To prevent our vehicle from thief.

To Measure the exact Quantity of fuel.

To Navigate the Nearest and in Working fuel station.

To Reduce the rate of Accidents which are caused by 

“Drunk & Drive” cases.



LITERARURE SURVEY

Sr. No Title of 

Paper/Book/Magazine/

Name of 

Author

Publisher and 

Year of 

Publication

Methodology

/ Technology

used

Advantages Shortcomings

1 Drunk driving and 

drowsiness detection.

Published year 

Nadir N. 

Charniya.

2017 –

International 

conference on 

Intelligent 

Computing & 

control

Alcohol Sensor 

with Arduino

Uno Board.

• Low rate Of 

Accidents.

• Easy to 

Understand & 

work on Sensor

It Can detect 

whether the 

driver is drunk 

or not by 

sensing the level 

of alcohol  we 

can 

automatically

lock the engine

2 A real time GSM/GPS 

based tracking system 

based on GSM mobile 

phone.

M.A. AI 

Rashed.

2013 -2nd

international 

conference on 

future 

generation 

communication 

technologies.

GPS tracking 

system to track 

the position .

GSM is used to 

send the 

message using 

RF.

• Easy Tracking 

system of 

Position.

•Easy to 

communicate 

Using GSM.

By using the 

GPS we can 

Track the 

Current 

Position of user 

and via using 

GSM we can 

easily notify 

that position to 

user by using 

Text messages. 



PROBLEM STATEMENT

Now a days the demand of the vehicle is increasing because the sudden increasing rate of

population . so according to the above statement the rate of the vehicle thefting is also increases. Today’s

police system is also getting failed to cure these problem. Now a days only few companies. provide there

vehicle the tracking system But they are developed as per the Requirement. So to cure these type of problem

and to prevent our vehicle from thief we are developing such a kind of idea called " Advanced Vehicle

Monitoring System ".

So Now here comes the another Problem related to the Fuel system of any type of Vehicle. The

problem Statement is Nothing But in India There are to many peoples which used to fill there Vehicles fuel

tank in small amount of quantity. That is if the fuel level indicates us that the vehicle is on reserve and if that

person want to go at long distance which is not possible in that remaining fuel then that person must search

for Fuel station nearby. But sometimes it happen that some fuel stations are closed or they don’t have

storage of fuel at that time that person again need to search and reached to another station which creates

problem so to cure these problem the idea of Load cell we are using in above concept.

The Rate of “Drunk and Drive” in all over world and as well as in India is high so it causes the

accident cases. So to solve these type of problem we are using the sensors to avoid the driving of any vehicle

in drunk condition



HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT

Sr.no Hardware / software Name Specifications

1. Arduino Uno Board Cpu- Atmel AVR(8 bit)

Arm cortex-MO+(32 bit)

Arm cortex-M3 (32bit)

Intel quark(x86)(32 bit) ,Memory- SRAM ,Storage- Flash , EEPROM

2. Alcohol sensor (MQ-135 

GAS sensor)

Circuit & heat voltage- 5v AC or DC

Heater Resistance- 33Ω±5%

Heating Consumption is less than 800mw

3. ESP 8266 wi-fi module Manufacturer- Espressif system

Type- 32 bit Microcontroller

CPU- @ 80MHz (default)or 160MHz

Memorey- 32kb instruction , 80kb user data, 16 GPIO pins

4. Load Cell For level measurement

5. GPS module FOR navigation

6. GSM (SIM900) Module Dual Band GSM/GPRS : 900 / 1800 MHz

· Built in RS232 to TTL and viceversa Logic Converter (MAX232)

· Configurable Baud Rate

· SMA (SubMiniature version A) connector with GSM L Type Antenna

· Built in SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) Card holder



APPLICATIONS

 In vehicle Theft Monitoring.

 In fuel detection.

 In fuel Theft Monitoring at fuel stations.

 On Board Navigation System.
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